
AASHWASAN ZERO FREQUENCY™ SESSIONS

Unifying Body, Mind and Soul

health, relationships, career or knowing

yourself. Come, tune into Zero Frequency

and experience your own answers.

Zero Frequency Sessions go beyond the

barriers of distance. Thus these sessions

can be availed and experienced from

anywhere in the world, at time zones

specific to that region. Please log in from

your respective time zones.

Details on Zero Frequency Sessions (ZFS):

Days - Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

Timings - Morning 11 am - 12.30 pm IST; 

Evening - 7.00 - 8.30pm IST

To Register, contact:

India: +91 973 130 14 / 16 / 17; 

Malaysia: +601 23057539 

US: +1 646 462 4232

Email - events@aashwasan.com; 

info@aashwasan.com

Link for Registration-

https://forms.gle/quhmKJyJacGhY6JY6

In oneness lie the secrets of life. Aashwasan

Science connects people to themselves where all

contrasts collapse into one experience. Aashwasan

is a space that brings science and spirituality

together - as an experience.

In the times of uncertainty and unknown,

Aashwasan offers Zero Frequency Sessions to

bring out optimal potential of the body, mind and

soul. Zero frequency is the frequency at which all

universal communication happens. This is the

frequency at which love manifests in the body -

mind system to bring about an inside out

transformation. It helps address the physiological,

psychological and spiritual concerns or queries

that one might have. Be it an emotion, a difficult

situation, a disease or a thought that you wish to

get answers for, Zero Frequency Sessions facilitate

an experience that helps one address the root

cause of that issue and resolve it to get a holistic

experience of life.

Make the current situation of the world as a time

for yourself to look at, address, resolve and cross a

milestone with respect to any aspect of your life -
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